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Dates to Remember

September 22, 2022
will be our first Field 
trip. Parents make 
sure to return students 
permission slips. 

Student of the 
Month

Marjorie J. Lopez 
Diaz

Jordan Nunez

Classroom News

Dear Family Member, “How important 
are traditions?” That is the big question 
we are exploring in this unit. To answer 
it, we are reading, writing, and talking 
about cultural traditions, customs, and 
celebrations, and how they make our 

lives richer. Be a part of our exploration! 
With your student, read the New Words 

on the next page. Then follow these 
directions. Directions: 1. Talk together 

about a family tradition. Share what you 
know about how the tradition started 

and what your family does to celebrate 
or continue it. Try to use some of the 

New Words in your discussion. 2. On the 
lines below, write notes that tell about 

your tradition

Mr. Edwards Email address: Keith.Edwardsjr@tusd1.org
Blenman Elementary School Website: Blenman.tusd1.org 
1695 N Country Club Rd, Tucson, AZ 85716 



Spelling Words

New Words

Craft          create       

culture express       

medium    musical

perform     pottery     

style          tradition          

weave        ancestor

belief         ceremony     

custom influence             

marriage      occasion 

relationship        ritual               

role

Lunch Menu

Monday: Salad

Tuesday: Chili dogs

Wednesday: Pasta

Thursday: Grilled cheese

Friday: Pizza

What We’re Learning Next Week

• We are working on understanding the 
theme of a story using key details for 
ELA.

• For math, we are working on 
comparative multiplication using the 
standard algorithm and place value.  

• Reading, we are learning to identify the 
main idea and key details.

• Writing, we are learning to writing 
informational reports using facts and 
details. 

• Parents, please join Class Dojo. 

Other Information Here

• Weekly game room for 
students that are on 
time and at school 
everyday. 

• Students that earn 100 
Dojo point may 
Participate in Eagle 
club.


